A quiet trend is emerging and no one is talking about it — yet.

Middle-Aged Women and
Their Rise In Power
Key years of power: 2024 – 2044
Preparation phase: 2004 – 2024

E

very 20 years brings about a major shift in
Feng Shui energies that has powerful influences
upon people and planetary trends. Deeper aspects of
these 20-year cycles are described in ancient teachings,
and in the I Ching, also called the Book of Changes.

In reality, these shifts in life force commence and can
be felt during the 20 years prior to reaching their
most concentrated form — a period of preparation.

•W
 e are currently in Period 8, represented by young
males and masculinity. We have seen and experienced
the rise of terrorists, gangs, young warriors, young
tech stars, gamers, and ADHD.
•W
 e will enter Period 9 in 2024, represented by the
“middle daughter” and middle-aged women. Energies
will shift to the feminine, and middle-aged women will
be boosted into power.

Knowing what new period is coming will help us prepare to take
advantage of the energies when they reach full power and strength.
Noted author GAIL MINOGUE is now presenting
lectures and workshops on this incredible shift
coming to our planet.
•L
 earn the source of information on how these important cycles
are created.
• Learn what economic and social changes will take place.
•L
 earn what it means for women and what they should be doing —
and stop doing — now to position themselves to take advantage of
this empowerment.
These presentations are for women currently ages 30 through 75,
and any woman who may believe her time of power has passed her by.

➤ Middle-aged women will be arriving on the scene at just the
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right time to replace worn-out leaders who need to move on.
They will bring wisdom and leadership qualities that our world
so sorely needs!

Some Top Ways Women Can Prepare:
•B
 e a risk-taker and develop confidence. You cannot be powerful unless
you are confident.
• Find your passion and stay focused on where you want to go. Prioritize
your time and manage yourself better. Watch what you say “yes” to.
• Invest in the political system. Work on campaigns for women running for
office. Support them with money & emotional support.
•L
 earn to stop judging yourself and other women, especially in the area
of appearance.
• Stop looking for agreement. Stop looking to be liked. Be effective!

